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Dear Readers, 
 As the nightly temperature continues to remind us, winter 

has arrived.  While the forecast may be cold, campus is buzzing 

as students and professors alike rush to finish up the semester, 

take or grade those last few exams, and pack up their favorite 

warm clothes to shield them from the cold during winter break 

festivities. We here at The Trail wish everyone here at Rutgers a 

rejuvenating, restful winter recess, and look forward to bringing 

you new content in the spring semester. In the meantime, kick 

back, relax, and enjoy our newest issue! See you in January! 

 

     Sincerely, 

James & Brayden 
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 Many of America’s greatest environmental policies and natural preserves owe their existence to the 

advocacy of environmental groups such as the Sierra Club. Its founding in the 1890’s gave rise to the modern 

environmental movement in the United States and set an example that would be followed around the world. 

Today, the movement’s best-known accomplishments are the creation of the first national parks and the 

founding of the National Park Service, both of which continue to make nature accessible to ordinary 

Americans to this day. 

 While the movement has much to be proud of in its history, its future poses uncomfortable questions. 

The primary problem that organizations like the Sierra Club face is described by Dr. Dan van Abs, an 

Environmental Policy professor at Rutgers: “Membership has generally been much stronger among those in 

mid-career and late-career ages... The critical issue is whether the organizations can capture the interest of the 

millennials and neighboring generations.” Members being “mid to late career” suggests an age of 40 years or 

above, and reflects that these people have the time, money, and health to spend on maintaining and enjoying 

the outdoors. Related to that is a study by Dorceta E. Taylor, “The State of Diversity in Environmental 

Organizations”, which finds that white men dominate the leadership of environmental organizations. While 

women are making significant progress, they tend to be white women, and minority membership does not 

exceed 16% in any organization.   Furthermore, according to The Planet (a newsletter published by the Sierra 

Club), recruitment is “within foundation networks and by word of mouth”, which are approaches that are 

better at keeping groups homogenous than at gaining members in large numbers or from new sources. 

 If these environmental organizations are unable to adapt their recruitment and management policies, 

their exclusivity will hurt their ability to generate interest among potential members and ultimately, their 

ability to represent the interests of America’s natural spaces. 
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April Rastaetter 
 

 Ever wonder what it would be like to have 66 billion dollars sitting around? Bayer, the 

German pharmaceutical and chemical company has merged with Monsanto, the American seed 

and weed-killer company, at the price of 66 billion dollars. With a marriage like this, you have 

to wonder what kind of effect it has on the economy, along with the environment. 

 Monsanto is infamous for its genetically modified 

crops. These crops can increase food production, but can 

also hurt farmers in the process. While Bayer, on the other 

hand, is generally known for its pharmaceutical products. 

Although, it is also a huge chemical company specifically 

involved in pesticide activities. Most of the public is 

unaware of its involvement in pesticides and 

agrochemicals, which is why it has such a clean reputation 

in comparison to Monsanto.  

 Potentially, Monsanto and their tarnished name can 

be erased by Bayer, thereby allowing Bayer to take its 

place, with a more positive public reaction. Since most 

people are unaware of Bayer’s chemical activities, it will 

be easy for them to work both the jobs of Monsanto on a 

larger scale, and continue their pharmaceutical side of the 

company. Keep in mind that prior to the merger, Monsanto is first and foremost an American 

company, while Bayer has hold of both the EU and America in terms of consumers. This is 

important because two-thirds of EU states currently have a de facto moratorium on growing 

GMO crops. 

 Economically, this merger is supposed to refuel the slowed agricultural economy. Those 

in favor of the merger believe it is the only way to meet a rising demand for food. The power of 

the two companies combined will allow for new technology to reach farmers faster. This merger 

is aiming to vertically integrate the farming industry for crops, enabling a farmer to purchase 

“seeds, crop chemicals, and computer aided service” in one place.   From a farmer’s 

perspective, the merger also means that three companies will now control more than 80 percent 

of U.S. corn seed sales and 70 percent of the global pesticide market, leaving farmers with a lot 

less options. 

Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/ 

commons/6/62/Bayer-Kreuz.jpg 

Source: http://s0.geograph.org.uk/photos/03/32/033293_26d19f82.jpg 

Bayer & Monsanto say “I Do” 
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Source: http://farm2.static.flickr.com/1251/1450513463_92abf89916.jpg 

 

Environmentally, the merger has the potential to change current policies in place against GMOs 

in the EU. Since Bayer is a large German company that will now be heavily involved in GMOs, 

the EU may feel pressured to allow them back on the market. This will also affect farmers in the 

EU, since most of them are currently not involved with GMO crops. There is a large controver-

sy about how these pesticides and GMO crops effect the land, which is causing activist groups to 

be especially alarmed about the two companies’ partnership.  

 Overall, the entire merger is a large controversy. Its supporters state that it will aid the 

agricultural economy, help meet higher food demands, and in the end help farmers. While those 

against the merger see it as an environmental hazard that will cause economic issues for farm-

ers, as well as globally impacting the way these chemical companies are perceived by the public. 

The deal is expected to close by 2017, which is right around the corner. Are we going to witness 

the agricultural industry change for better, or for worse? 
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What’s a “Thru-Hike”? 
BY BRAYDEN DONNELLY 

 What is a thru-hike?  Well, it depends.  The meaning of a thru-hike depends on many different 

variables, and that is a good thing.  People hike for fun, people hike to find themselves, people hike to honor 

someone they have lost, people hike the entire 2,190 miles of the Appalachian Trail and do not end up finding 

anything in particular, and that is okay.  That is okay because the most important thing to say if someone asks 

you “what is a thru-hike?” is that it is a journey, and completing it is only a small part of the adventure. 

 Throughout this country of great national, state, and local parks there are miles and miles of trails 

crisscrossing over rivers, and zig-zagging up mountainsides.  The big three in the United States are the Pacific 

Crest Trail, at 2,650 miles, the Continental Divide Trail, at about 2,800 miles, and the Appalachian Trail, 

sitting pretty at 2,190 miles.  Each of these trails has a long list of conservationists and outdoor enthusiasts to 

thank for their creation and continued protection.  From John Muir, to Teddy Roosevelt, to Lyndon B. 

Johnson, and Grandma Gatewood, it has been a national effort--and one well worth the time and money. 

 In 2013, 34 million individuals were 

able to get out and enjoy the trails.  They 

were able to access nearly 200,000 miles of 

trail on federal lands, and can thank those who 

contributed over one million volunteer hours to 

those very trails in one year alone.  A few 

thousand of those 34 million individuals call 

themselves thru-hikers of the Appalachian Trail. 

 Thru-hiking the Appalachian Trail takes 

roughly 5 to 7 months to complete.  Most hikers 

begin their journey North Bound (NOBO) at 

Springer Mountain in Georgia between mid-

February and mid- March and hike the 2,000-

plus miles up to Mt. Katahdin in Maine.  Some 

choose to start their journey from Katahdin 

and hike South Bound (SOBO).   

 

 
Source: Backpack Magazine 

Source: SWLing.com 
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Others take it section by section and can complete the trail over the course of a few years, or even decades.  

The trail is gruesome, and is likened to climbing Mt. Everest four times over.  With that in mind, the statistic 

for completing the trail leaves you at a 1 in 4 shot.  It is ridiculous odds such as these, and the adrenaline-

pumping thrill of adventure that brings more and more people out each year to take on the challenge.   

 One unique thru-hiker story recently came to a triumphant close.  Most hikers take about six months 

(roughly 180 days) to complete their hike, but Karl Meltzer did it in 45 days, 22 hours and 38 minutes.  This is 

Meltzer’s third attempt at the record, and some say that it was the fact that “he capped each night off with one 

or two beers and left from rest stops with rainbow colored Spree candy, Three Musketeers chocolate bars, and 

bacon in his pockets.”  Maybe that is how he ran 83 miles nonstop to finish off his 45-day feat.  And, for the 

record, his support crew said “Meltzer was not available for an interview immediately after completing his 

run.  He was sleeping.” 

 The trail means many different things for those who hike it.  In fact, it can become many different 

things for just one person who spends half of a year outside walking in the woods and climbing up and down, 

day in and day out.  For me, I want it to be a chance to look inner fear square in the face.  I want it to be an 

opportunity to step back in a time a bit and “re-wild” myself.  I am in my senior year of college, and I have 

spent nearly 16 years learning from people, books, and the society around me.  Now, it is time to learn from 

Nature, as “the mountains are calling, and I must go.” 

 

Brayden is set to begin a thru-hike of the Appalachian Trail in the Spring of 2018. 
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The Grinch of Florida’s Coast 

by Carlee Kjeldahl 

Florida is known for its sandy beaches and ocean waters, making it 

a popular vacation spot for many. However, a different scene 

bloomed this year—quite literally. Instead of the residents and 

tourists enjoying summer in the Sunshine State, widespread algae 

blooms blanketed Florida’s coasts in a thick, green slime.  Who 

wants to swim with the Grinch? 

The algae bloom started in Lake Okeechobee. The lake borders 

cattle farms and sugar cane fields, making the lake vulnerable to 

agricultural runoff such as fertilizers and fecal matter. The 

combination of manure and fertilizers made for a perfect, nitrogen-

rich breeding ground for the blue-green algae in question to grow. 

Blue-green algae, also known as cyanobacteria, grow naturally in 

these waters--but the abundant levels of nitrogen and phosphorus 

make the algae grow at a faster rate. Unfortunately, the algae 

blooms that began in Lake Okeechobee did not stop there. 

Lake Okeechobee was redesigned by the state years ago with canals to siphon the water out of 

central Florida--a main drawback of which being that it cut the lake’s natural flow into the 

Everglades. The reengineering did not stop there. After a major hurricane in 1928, a dike was built to 

help prevent flooding, which further cut Lake Okeechobee off from the natural flow of Florida’s 

waterways. Today, the canals and the dike are still used. After any excess of rainfall, the water from 

Lake Okeechobee is pumped out to the coasts. But first, it must pass through a system of aging, 

eroded canals. These carry the water through the St. Lucie River Estuary and the Indian River Lagoon 

on the Atlantic coast and the Caloosahatchee River on the Gulf Coast. 

As the algae-filled water passed through water bodies such as these, the toxic algae spread 

further to multiple estuaries on the Florida coast, causing Florida Governor Rick Scott to call a state 

of emergency this summer in Martin, St. Lucie, 

Palm Beach and Lee Counties There has been talk of 

restoring the outdated infrastructure of the dike and 

canals, but this costs money. 

The residents of Stuart Beach are particularly 

suffering from the algae blooms, as their economy is 

based largely on tourism. Since the blooms began, 

this industry has been practically nonexistent in 

affected areas. The algae blooms are green, thick, 

kill fish, have killed one manatee so far, and can 

make humans sick if they touch it. Clearly, the 

concerns surrounding these blooms are 

environmentally- and health-oriented, as well as 

economic. 
Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Florida 

Source: https://pixabay.com/en/grinch-

xmas-christmas-santa-humour-

1038238/ 
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Toxic algae blooms might seem like a new phenomenon--but they are not. They have been 

happening for years. The outbreak in Florida this year is the eighth since 2004. They are also 

becoming more common in other parts of the world, both domestically and abroad. Water bodies as 

far as China and as close to home as Utah have all experienced this problem. Given current 

agricultural practices, goin forward, algae blooms could become the norm. 

Now, with hurricane season, Lake Okeechobee must be kept at low levels to help prevent 

flooding. Therefore, there is nowhere for the algae to go but out into the coast. One solution would be 

to drain more lake water into the Everglades, which would then filter out into the Florida Bay. 

However, this solution costs millions of dollars. So, for now, water testing is going to have to be the 

solution. Sadly, green water might become the new norm for some sandy beaches in the Sunshine 

State. Apparently, the Grinch has found a new home--but will he be nice enough to give back the 

beaches? 
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On-the-Go-H20: The Right Way  

to Drink and Drive 
by Dana Walter 

The very instant that Doug Martin, a powertrain controls engineer at Ford Motor Company, first read 

about a new billboard in Lima, Peru—a region known for its dry climate and lack of running water—with the 

remarkable ability to transform atmospheric humidity into purified drinking water for the local population via 

a reverse osmosis system, almost literally out of thin air, he was inspired to create something equally 

extraordinary. From this epiphanic moment, and with the help of colleague John Rollinger, On-the-Go-H20 

was born.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This brand-new technology was recently unveiled at the annual “Further With Ford” conference in 

Detroit, Michigan. A built-in water dispenser positioned right where a car cup holder might be, right between 

the driver’s and passenger’s seat, it collects the water droplets that have accumulated on the condenser of a 

vehicle’s air conditioner, pumps them through a 0.1 micron filter, and stores the now drinkable water inside a 

tank, where it waits to eventually be dispensed by a small faucet. 

More often than not, the condensation that is produced from a car’s air conditioning system usually just 

finds its way to the pavement below, dripping off the bottom without most people even realizing it. "All that 

water going to waste should be recovered to serve a purpose,” said Martin, who currently holds roughly 

seventy auto-related patents and has worked at Ford for over twenty years. In fact, it has been deduced that a 

car can produce over 64 ounces of water per hour—addimg up to about four water bottles—all of which 

remains completely unused.  
Such technology could not only eliminate the need for drivers to purchase expensive bottled water at 

local convenience stores (thus reducing plastic waste), but also supply clean drinking water to those in areas 

where such a resource is treated as a rare luxury. In fact, this final point acted as Martin’s chief personal 

mission statement when designing the project, stating, “The real vision is that this idea could eventually help 

people who don't have easy access to water, in remote locations such as the Australian Outback, for example.  

Source: gizmag.com 
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I’m trying to make my twin daughters proud, and make the world a better place for them.”" He 

apparently envisions a day in which people might say, “I can’t believe we used to waste all that water.”  

 

While On-the-Go H2O is still in its prototype stage, and it currently remains uncertain when exactly  

the technology will be introduced to the public market, it still stands as a wildly innovative feat in the battle 

for sustainable water access worldwide. We live in a world marked by intense droughts and draining aquifers, 

a world where hundreds of millions of people across the planet have little to no access to safe and potable 

water, a world where approximately 80% of all illnesses in developing countries are caused by contaminated 

water. Hopefully, Martin’s dreams of a less wasteful future come true one day, with On-the-Go H2O being 

just one of the many players in helping to alleviate the many side effects of our dwindling fresh water supply.  
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The Sustainability Task Force 
by Genevieve Tarino 

In an effort to raise environmental awareness, the Rutgers University Student Assembly has created a 

Sustainability Task Force. Though the temporary committee disbands later this year, they hope to promote 

sustainability throughout campus with a series of initiatives, like the Zero-Waste Initiative.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 The initiative encourages organizations to reduce waste by recycling and composting materials during 

and after on-campus events, while partnering with Terracycle to report data. Various trash bins provided by 

the university will collect waste materials, and campus organizations with the most recycled material will win 

a donation check to the charity of their choice from Terracylce. 

 Sustainability Task Force co-chairs Emily Arezzi and Derek Leckner hope to recruit a wide variety of 

student organizations to participate in the zero-waste initiative by creating zero-waste events. They are also 

seeking help from environmental organizations and residence halls to volunteer. Volunteers will ensure that 

students are recycling properly during and after events.  

 Arezzi and Leckner find this initiative especially important now that the university is part of the Big 10 

Conference. By participating in a challenge of this sort, Rutgers will be competing athletically, academically, 

and sustainably with counterpart universities. And since Rutgers placed last (out of 99 other universities) in 

Waste Minimization Per Capital during the 2015 Game Day Recycling competition cycle by Terracycle, 

Arezzi and Leckner are looking for ways to improve.  

 In addition to the Zero-Waste Initiative, task force members are 

working on several other sustainable initiatives, including a project to 

replace paper towel dispensers with the more eco-friendly hand driers. 

They are also contemplating an initiative to create a “Styrofoam-free” 

campus, much like the one recently established at Ohio State 

University.  

Source: Constant Contact 

Source: UniversityofDeleware 

Source: sustainablesnohomishcounty.org 
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 Though the Sustainability Task Force is a temporary group, Arezzi hopes to establish an official 

sustainability committee in the student assembly. The goal of this committee, she said, would be to create a 

more sustainable university through student involvement. Projects taken on by this committee would not 

necessarily be as large-scale as the ones initiated by the Sustainability Chair in Facilities and Capital Planning, 

like establishing solar panels, but would focus on sustainable projects that affect student lifestyle. 

 If you are interested in learning more about the Sustainability Task Force or would like to get involved, 

please email Emily Arezzi or Derek Leckner at ena22@scarletmail.rutgers.edu and dhleckner@gmail.com.  
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The Biggest Food Revolution Since  

the Creation of Agriculture 

Ian Montgomery 

A camera pans over a sprawling field of wheat as far as the 

eye can see before settling on a tall farmer standing next to a 

beef cow. Peaceful sounds of wind and rippling wheat play in 

the background. Gently stroking the cows head with one hand 

and holding a plate in the other, the farmer speaks. “Hi there, 

you may not recognize Tim here but in the United States, 

almost 110,000 cows just like him are killed every single 

day for commercial consumption. We here at Better Than 

Real Meats Inc. wanted to do something about this.” The camera focuses on the plate, showing a hamburger in 

full detail. “Also known by the names in vitro, cultured, or lab grown meat, no animal has to be killed in order 

to be consumed. Through a careful process of isolating stem cells and growing them in a sterile industrial 

factory, no longer will Tim and his many cousins have to be slaughtered. Due to the process taking up 99% 

less land, 96% less greenhouse gases, 96% less water, and 45% less energy, this burger is actually more 

affordable than if we used Tim here. What’s more, this burger is tastier and healthier than even the best of real 

meats due to not containing antibiotics, pesticides, or artificial growth hormones. You can find this burger at 

your local grocery store and we would be thrilled to have you try it. We know you’ll love it.” 

This is a hypothetical commercial likely to be on television and the Internet within the decade. One lab grown 

meat company, Memphis Meats, expects to be within restaurants in 3 years and retailers in 5. There are many 

others working on the same project; some are even trying to use entirely vegetable based methods to mimic the 

natural processes of cows turning those plants into meat. As a greater focus is honed on combating climate 

change, likely coming carbon taxes or penalties for polluters will crack down hard on the agricultural industry. 

Cost competitiveness for artificial meat will be reached even without these penalties in the coming years as 

many varied groups would eagerly purchase it.  

Potential customers will likely include those eating meat but don’t want to pay the traditional prices, people 

who want something healthier, and even vegetarians and vegans. Of the last two, many of them choose to 

abstain from meat because of the health risks, the environmental costs, or the ethics of abusing and killing 

animals. All three issues could be dealt with and new branches of vegetarianism would form. In their diets, 

common forms of vegetarians range from excluding all meat except for fish as pescatarians, excluding all meat 

but still including milk and eggs as ovo-lacto vegetarians, or excluding all meat and all other animal by-

products like honey and gelatin as vegans. Many of them would likely continue abstaining from traditional 

meats or even the new meats as purists but likely greater portions will open up to the alternatives as many of 

their concerns are dealt with regarding health, environmental, and ethical debates. A syntho-vegetarian would 

arise where they exclude all normal meats but integrate the new artificial varieties as it could be interpreted as 

not breaking their rules.  

Caveats are to be mentioned in that many of the first beef products are expected to be ground beef, burgers, 

and meatballs, due to not having to conform to unique muscle fiber patterns of something like a steak. Costs 

Source: https://pixabay.com/p-26567/?no_redirect 
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will most likely be more expensive for the initial products and correct ratios of protein to fat in addition to 

connective tissue will be needed in order to mimic successfully. Getting the correct texture, mouth-feel, and 

aroma vary in difficulty for different types of meat but the processes look even more promising as the 

techniques and lessons learned from beef can be translated to other meats like chicken and pork. Over time, 

however, the challenges will be overcome with successes from industrial scaling and public interest. Initial 

advances are incredibly recent and progress is going to build rapidly. Professor Mark Post, of the University of 

Maastricht in the Netherlands, debuted the first cell-cultured hamburger on live television in August of 2013, a 

little over 3 years ago. “His innovation could cause the biggest food revolution since farming began, 12,000 

years ago”, claimed The Economist.  
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“The only way the human species can survive is if they leave Earth and establish 

another planet as home.” Sounds like a movie plot, right? Unfortunately, that could be the 

reality of the human species. There will be a certain point in time where Earth will have 

reached its carrying capacity and our resources, our essentials for living, will be at a 

minimum. The actuality of our finite resources is tough to fathom for some, but we need to 

face the fact that unlimited supplies on Earth is a fantasy. 

 One of the greatest things to arise from our human advancements is our technology. 

Founder and CEO of SpaceX, Elon Musk, has been particularly exceptional in developing 

technologies that target factors such as space exploration, and his ultimate goal is to colonize 

the planet Mars for humans. Just in the last week, Musk announced that his original spaceship 

set to travel to, and take cargo and “colonists” to Mars, the Mars Colonial Transporter, could 

in fact go way beyond Mars. Thus he renamed his spaceship the Interplanetary Transport 

System. 

As NASA partners with private companies like SpaceX for the first time, they are 

envisioning footprints on Mars in less than a decade and hope to launch people by 2024. The 

launch itself can be risky though. Bloomberg news reported, 

 “Mars won’t be a cakewalk. Getting to the Red Planet will take at least eight months 

with unknown risks to the human body and psyche. Even if space explorers survived the 155 

million-mile journey and subsequent first-ever manned landing, they would need to get to 

work immediately making the place habitable and producing the fuel needed to propel the 

rocket ship homeward.” 

 However, this mission poses 

even more questions, such as how 

Mars could even become habitable 

by then.  The answer, is science. 

 Astrobiologist Chris McKay, 

who works with NASA’s Ames 

Research Center, suggests “creating 

facilities on the surface that could 

pump greenhouse gases into the 

atmosphere, thus triggering global 

warming (much as they do here on 

Earth)” can make Mars a livable 

planet. Not only that, but the Mars 

Source: https://pixabay.com/en/stars-night-sky-dark-evening-926427/ 

Source: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/

File:Hubble_Globes_of_Mars.jpg 

Pack Your Bags, We’re Goin’ to Mars! 
by Rupika Ketu 
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Reconnaissance Orbiter has also been able to gain knowledge about Mars’ having more 

accommodating living conditions in its underground, or subterranean, environments. 

Though colonizing another planet for human survival seems essential, it is a challenge. In 

my opinion, it raises many scientific and ethical questions. Do we really know enough about 

Mars’ composition to live on it? For instance, temperatures on the Red Planet itself can reach as 

low -158° Fahrenheit. Not only that, but would the environment of Mars be able to handle our 

agricultural practices, or would we have to find alternatives? 

As of now, Musk has only provided vague plans about his launch and colonization plans. 

The public itself is not aware of the research and science behind ways in which Mars’ 

atmosphere will be altered, which I think is key. For human beings to live on Mars 

successfully, I think it is important for us to have the reassurance of getting there safely, the 

reassurance of being able to live there safely, and the reassurance that we can be successful 

there as a species—since moving to a completely different planet can be an intimidating 

enough thought on its own. 

 Luckily at the 67th International Aeronautical Congress in Guadalajara, Mexico, Musk 

will be revealing extensive details titling his keynote address “Making Humans a 

Multiplanetary Species.” And while starting life on a new planet can seem exciting, we would 

still do well to stay focused on Earth and ways in which we can keep our own planet alive. 
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Trail Mix  

Questions, comments, or 

corrections? Interested in joining 

our staff? Know someone who is?  

Email us! 

epibtrail@gmail.com 

Dr. Clark’s Strange  Tails 

Recent Alarming Headlines: 

 "Man Mixing LSD and Cough Syrup Saves 
Dog From Imaginary Fire" (WNYT-TV, Alba-
ny, N.Y.), 10-15-2016). (Panicked, he had first 
sought help from neighbors -- who were un-
persuaded by the sight of a fireless fire.) 

 

 "Santa Claus Speaks Out Against North Pole 
Ban of Marijuana Sales" (KTUU-TV, Anchor-
age) (Cannabis is legal in Alaska unless towns 
ban it, and the legally-named Mr. Claus 
needs it for cancer pain.) 

See you in January! 
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